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Ringwood Station and Bus Interchange Upgrade

Last January 2016, VicsRoads on behalf of Public Transport Victoria, delivered a modern and vibrant new Ring-
wood train station, featuring a seamless bus interchange with new and improved facilities. Arup (Melbourne of-
fice) were the appointed consultants and design engineers  in the $66 million dollar upgrade that has turned this 
precinct into a safer, more accessible and visually attractive place for people to live, work and visit.

The WE-EF VFL500 LED luminaire series was selected by the engineers to illuminate the station’s public activity 
areas. The small VFL520 in 12W with S60 side throw distribution, is used to provide illumination for general pe-
destrian movement. While the VFL530 is cleverly used in different wattages and beam distributions - from a A60 
‘forward throw’ lens to the S70 ‘side throw’ lens - to achieve the recommended lighting levels over ramps and 
other connecting elements in the space. The larger version in the series, the VFL540 in 84W,  is used with the S70 
side throw distribution to illuminate the street footpath along the Maroondah Highway.

The engineers chose the WE-EF VFL500 LED luminaire series because it offers a wide range of options that allows 
the designer to combine different lumen packages with a flexible optical system that ensures precision light dis-
tribution and uniform illuminance in every outdoor lighting application. Additionally, the full cut-off design of the 
VFL500 luminaire provides critical glare-controlled illumination for pedestrians and especially for motorists along 
the road.
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The lighting schedule also included the WE-EF PFL520 with 70W MH lamps 
and the OLV340 LED 48W with S70 light distribution. The metal halide lumi-
naires are wall-mounted and were specified with a side throw distribution 
to illuminate the escalators. While the OLV340 are used to increase the il-
luminance along specific zones within the bus interchange area.

Ringwood Station is one of Melbourne’s busiest bus interchanges with ap-
proximately 5,000 customers using the station on an average weekday and 
of these people approximately 1,322 use the buses to access the station. It 
has also become an access point to the newly developed Eastland Shopping 
Centre and Town Square.

For more project images visit our website, buckford.com.au. 
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VFL500
Product information >>>

Incinerator Gallery - ERCO LED Spotlights

PFL200
Product information >>>

OLV300
Product information >>>

Optec LED Spotlight-
Product information >>>

The all-rounder Optec LED spotlight was recently selected for the lighting upgrade of 
the iconic Incinerator Gallery. The luminaire’s flexible functionality, efficient perfor-
mance and optimal glare control, make it the ideal lighting solution in a broad range 
of indoor lighting applications, including retail, museum and gallery lighting.

The Mooney Vallery City Council chose the luminaires in 12W 3000K with two differ-
ent beam distributions; with a wallwash lens to evenly illuminate some of the gallery 
walls and a flood spot distribution to individually accentuate art pieces.

For more information on this project,  please contact our office or click on ‘product 
information’ to learn more about the ERCO Optec Spotlight. 
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Downhill Dan 30 - LED Profile

Downhill Dan 30
Product information >>>

The Downhill Dan 30 LED profile is a versatile architectural extrusion that can be 
utilised to suit many indoor lighting applications. 

The luminaire can be specified with up to 30W per meter of LED strip available in 
3000K and 4000K. The Downhill Dan 30 is a powerful downlighting system, featur-
ing different mounting options and an opal diffuser that provides a dot-free illumi-
nation with a homogeneous light distribution that is necessary over task working 
surfaces.
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